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ABSTRACT
Objective: This study aimed to assess intra-examiner and inter-examiner reproducibility in irregularity index measurements.
Methods: Twenty plaster casts of moderately crowded arches were randomly selected, and five contact point displacements (CPD)
at lower anterior segment (through no. 33 to no. 43) were recorded using digital calipers on two different time points by three examiners to determine irregularity index (sum of five CPDs). To evaluate intra-examiner and inter-examiner differences, paired t-test and
analysis of variance were used, respectively. Correlation analyses were performed between examiner pairs, and intra-class correlation
coefficients (ICC) were determined. Statistical significance was set at p≤0.05.
Results: Only a few of the repeated measurements of examiners showed significant differences (p≤0.05). All researchers were consistent in repeated measurements (p=0.000), and ICCs ranged between 0.916 and 0.986. For one CPD measurement, a statistically
significant difference was detected among examiners (p=0.020). High correlation was found for inter-examiner repeatability (p<0.05),
and ICCs ranged between 0.739 and 0.984. But when the difference of 1.5 mm among measurements was set as clinically relevant, the
percentages of these values for repeated measures were 15%, 5%, and 45% for examiner 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These percentages
were 25%, 80%, and 65% for examiner pairs.
Conclusion: Irregularity index may be a misleading index to determine anterior alignment especially when measuring small CPD.
Keywords: Irregularity index, reproducibility, tooth crowding, dental model

INTRODUCTION
The pretreatment incisor crowding is considered an important factor for post-retention stabilization (1-3). In the
daily clinical practice, it is subjectively recorded but rarely measured. A method called as Little’s Irregularity Index
(LII) was developed by Little (4) to measure the misalignment of the mandibular anterior teeth. The contact point
displacements (CPDs) of six mandibular anterior teeth were measured, and the total amount of displacements
provided a total score of irregularity (4). This method is simple and reliable to calculate the “quantitative score of
mandibular alignment,” but it is insufficient to define the severe single tooth displacement (4, 5). LII was accepted
as a valid outcome measure to evaluate retention procedures according to Cochrane Collaboration’s review (6).
Little’s Irregularity Index has long been used to evaluate the post-retention stability; and recently, the orthodontists have extended its inclusion for maxillary arch to evaluate the effects of various brackets (7, 8), retainers
(9-11), and treatment modalities (11, 12).
The reproducibility of the LII has been tested by comparing two separate occasion of measurements recorded by
different examiners (4, 8, 13). The results of the studies (8, 13, 14) showed significantly high correlations. However,
in some studies (15, 16), the index was reported not to yield reliable results, and consequently no consensus was
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reached in the literature. Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate
the repeatability of the LII measurements performed on two separate occasions by three independent examiners.
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METHODS
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Ethical approval was obtained from the research ethics committee of the İzmir Katip Çelebi University (no. 210). A sample size of
20 models was calculated based on 90% statistical power, 0.10
effects size, 0.05 type I error, and 0.85 intra-class correlation coefficient for three raters.
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The sample was selected from initial records of patients at Orthodontic Clinic of İzmir Katip Çelebi University. The plaster
models were selected according to the following inclusion criteria: (1) fully erupted teeth, (2) moderately crowded mandibular
arch, (3) no previous orthodontic treatment, and (4) no missing
mandibular teeth (excluding third molars). The casts of patients
with craniofacial syndromes or developmental dental anomalies
were excluded.
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The impression protocol in our clinic was as follows: the mandibular study casts were recorded using alginate impressions
(Cavex Tulip, Haarlem, The Netherlands). Alginate was manually
mixed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Impressions
were rinsed with cold water and then disinfected for 10 min.
Dental hard plaster (Denstone; Heraeus Kulzer, South Bend, IN)
was poured into the impression and left to harden for 45 min.
The casts were removed from the impression and stored at room
temperature (22°C±1°C). Samples were given a number to ensure that the patient would not be identified and measurements
would be made with a blinded manner.
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Three examiners-senior orthodontic residents (E.C.I, R.D, and
M.F.S)-who were working independently recorded the measurements on the casts. Each plaster model was measured
twice with 1-month interval by the same examiner. The CPDs of
the six anterior lower teeth were measured with a digital Vernier caliper.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns: non-significant
CPDs: Contact point displacements
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Table 1. Statistical comparison of intra-examiner and inter-examiner differences
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Special care was taken to measure only the horizontal linear displacements between each CPD by holding the caliper parallel to
the occlusal plane based on the protocol defined by Little (4).
Vertical displacements between CPDs were not evaluated.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences version 22.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA). Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. Data was normally distributed.
The repeatability of measurements for the same examiner was
evaluated using ICC, and the mean differences between two
measurements were calculated with paired t-test. Reproducibility was evaluated with intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC)
that is defined as “the proportion of the total variance due to the
between subject variance” (17). The comparison among three
examiners for CPD differences was performed using analyses of
variance (ANOVA).
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Table 2. Intra-class correlation coefficients for intra-examiner reproducibility and inter-examiner reliability
				
33-32

32-31

Contact points			
31-41

41-42

Sum

42-43

Intra-examiner reproducibility						
First examiner

0.986

0.986

0.973

0.979

0.928

0.985

Second examiner

0.978

0.96

0.947

0.967

0.933

0.978

Third examiner

0.950

0.961

0.974

0.962

0.916

0.961

						
Inter-examiner reliability						
First measurements

0.969

0.972

0.970

0.961

0.875

0.975

Second measurements

0.963

0.971

0.971

0.941

0.875

0.971

All ICC's were statistically significant at p=0.000 level

DISCUSSION
Several authors have reported high correlation coefficients for
repeatability of LII measured on casts by different examiners
(8, 14, 16, 18, 19). Similar to the above-mentioned studies, high
ICCs were found for the repeated measures of the same investigator and the measurement of investigator couples in this
study.

Figure 1. The measurement of contact point displacements

RESULTS
The mean, standard deviation, and mean differences for each
of the five CPD (LR 3/2, LR 2/1, L 1/1, LL 1/2, and LL 2/3) measurements for two different time points are given in Table 1.
Three out of five measurements for the first examiner and two
out of five measurements for the second and third examiners
were found to be different between first and second measurements. For all examiners, the sum of CPDs (LII) between time
points was found to be different and statistically significant.
The differences were 0.69 mm, 0.66 mm, and 1.30 mm for the
first, second, and third examiner, respectively. The one-way
ANOVA showed statistically significant difference for one measurement (LR 3/2) among examiners. The differences between
first and second, and second and third examiners were statistically significant (p=0.011).
Intra-class correlation coefficients for intra-examiner reliability
ranged between 0.916 and 0.986 (Table 2). Thus, high intra-examiner reproducibility was recorded (ICC>0.750). Also, ICC for
inter-examiner reliability ranged between 0.739 and 0.984. ICCs
for sum of CPDs (irregularity index) were higher than 0.750.
The difference more than 1.5 mm between repeated measurements was assumed as clinically relevant; 15% measurements of
examiner 1, 5% measurements of examiner 2, and 45% measurements of examiner 3 were more than 1.5 mm. These were 25%,
80%, and 65% for inter-examiner measurements.

To generalize an acceptable level of orthodontic reliability, Roberts and Richmond (20) suggested that an ICC value of R below
0.4 is poor reliability, between 0.4 and 0.75 is fair to good, and
above 0.75 is excellent. In this study, intra-examiner and inter-examiner measurements were found to be statistically correlated
(ICC>0.75), while only one value indicates good and the others
are excellent for inter-examiner reliability (Table 2). On the other
hand, even if the correlations were found high, when the CPDs
more than 1.5 mm was assumed as clinically relevant, the percentages of examiner reproducibility values were found relatively variable (Table 2). The correlation coefficients showed a linear
relationship between two measurements, but it does not necessarily indicate a direct relationship (13). Therefore, the high correlation coefficients reported in the literature may be deceptive
in interpreting examiner reliability. Macauley et al. (16) evaluated coefficients of variation, and reported significant differences
among examiners.
In this study, five CPDs that constitute the LII score were statistically analyzed separately different from the literature (4, 8, 13,
14, 18, 21). As the LII has a cumulative nature, single CPD measurement errors magnified when the total amount was calculated as LII score. Sjögren et al. (13) evaluated the reliability of LII
between two examiners who had been given written manuals
and 8 h of calibration of the measuring technique before study.
They found differences and variability between examiners, and
reported that the technique is not an appropriate tool to measure the irregularity (13). As the experience of using the index
increases, further studies may be performed to find if the rate of
error will decrease.
The Little’s Irregularity Index evaluation on conventional plaster
casts may be challenging because of the use of hand-held cali-
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pers that need to be kept parallel to the occlusal plane. In addition, the researcher brought the anatomical tooth contact points
“by eye” in line with the caliper tips, without using magnification.
If the contact point cannot be reached due to crowding, determination of the contact point as the most probable point may
lead to individual differences in measurements. With the advances in digital technology and orthodontics, plaster casts started
to be replaced by digital study models (22, 23). Treatment results
have been predictably determined with great accuracy using intra-oral scanners (24).

Conflict of Interest: The authors have no conflict of interest to declare.

Almasoud and Bearn (14) compared the LII reliability between
photographic and cast model assessments, and they showed excellent inter-examiner reliability. They concluded that measurements made on photographic images were reliable and repeatable. They encountered problems with study models like storing
models, random assignment, measuring overlapped contact
points, and wearing of the model surfaces (14).

3.

The correlation of examiners with ICC was found to be excellent
in this study. However, when the difference of 1.5 mm among
measurements was set as clinically relevant, the examiners
showed different ratios between their own measurements and
among themselves. Therefore, according to the repetitive measurements, irregularity index may be a misleading index to determine anterior alignment especially when measuring small CPDs.
Photographic and 3D model assessment with LII may be more
useful to determine anterior displacement. Future researches
are needed to evaluate the accuracy of LII on photographs and
digital models.
LII should be performed with great caution to determine anterior alignment especially when measuring small (<0.05) CPDs. The
examiner training could be an important factor, and it must be
taken into account.
CONCLUSION
Within the limitations of this study, following conclusions may
be drawn;
•
•
•

Correlation of reproducibility of the LII was found statistically high between inter-examiners and intra-examiners.
The reproducibility of the LII of small CPDs is low.
Irregularity index may be a misleading index to determine
anterior alignment especially when measuring small CPD.
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